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OUTMATCH YOUR COMPETITION
How to grow your business profitably

All fuel retailers compete to sell more gasoline. The best in the business 

have created new lanes to drive more gallons and in-store purchases, 

and their end-of-year profits prove it works. 

 

Winning gallons in today’s market environment is only becoming more 

difficult. The typical U.S. fuel retailer has at least one competitive gas 

station only 0.016 miles away, and at least 1.5 stations within a half-mile 

radius.1 Not only do customers have a lot of choices when it is time to fill-

up, but they need less gasoline. Demand for fuel has been down since 

2020, and the Energy Information Administration estimates it will take 

years2 to return to 2019 levels, if ever. 

   

The retailers that are winning the market today have become laser-fo-

cused on the factors that drive a customer to choose them. They also 

accept that those factors are different from what they once were, and 

that they need to go beyond the “traditional” in oil and gas to outmatch 

their competition.  
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WHAT MAKES A STATION COMPETITIVE?

Who are the most “competitive” fuel retailers? The obvious answer is: the ones that get the most 

customers. What makes a customer choose them? That answer is less obvious. 

Most mystery shops will say customers choose stations with clean and bright facilities, quick and 

easy transactions, good customer service, and everything in working order. Most of the 25,000 

retailers3 that we work with say it is all of those things, plus the best sign price and loyalty program 

for customers to use. What do customers think make for the most attractive stations and conve-

nience stores (c-stores) in their area? 

We took a look at the best-performing Upside stations nationwide, and asked 1,300 of their cus-

tomers: What is the most important factor for you when you buy gas? 4

R E P O R T
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WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR FOR 

YOU WHEN YOU BUY GAS?

61%
of customers say 

price19%
of customers say 

location

8%
of customers say 

a loyalty program

12%
of customers say 

brand
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Then we dug a little deeper and asked those same cus-

tomers a different question: What are all the reasons 

why you choose this specific location to fill up? 

According to the customers we surveyed, they are 

most interested in stations that are on their typical 

driving route (33%), that have quick ways to get in and 

out (32%), and are close to other places where they 

run errands (27%). But location, once set, cannot be 

changed. So retailers cannot leverage this factor as a 

way to win more customers and sell more gallons than 

they already do. 

What about the customer experience? Years in the 

industry tell us that a great customer experience is 

key. Fifteen percent of customers are choosing these 

top sites because of friendly staff, but they are more 

interested in visiting stations where they feel safe 

(36%). Creating an exceptional customer experience is 

hands-on work, and requires a lot of day-to-day man-

agement from retailers. Though painstaking to execute 

well—especially during the pandemic—that experience 

has become table stakes for customers. Which means 

that all the top retailers are doing it. 

WHAT ARE ALL THE REASONS 

WHY YOU CHOOSE THIS SPECIFIC 

LOCATION TO FILL UP? 

33%

on their typical 

driving route

32%

quick ways to get in 

and out

CONVENIENCE 

EXPERIENCE

15%

friendly staff

36%

feel safe
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WHAT ARE ALL THE REASONS 

WHY YOU CHOOSE THIS SPECIFIC 

LOCATION TO FILL UP? 

R E P O R T
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26%

brand’s reward 

program

22%

the perceived fuel 

quality

BRAND

What about branding? Though price outweighs brand 

in a customer’s purchasing decision, being part of a 

brand’s reward program (26%) and the perceived fuel 

quality from the brand/station (22%) do play a role. 

Branding a station takes significant time, effort, and 

financing to implement and maintain. Once imple-

mented, it quickly captures these brand-conscious 

customers. Though these programs are designed to 

retain customers, they may not grow a customer base. 

The nation’s top-performing stations already have 

great prices, locations, brands, and service to win 

customers—and it is hard to do more. The levers that 

retailers can move today are price and loyalty pro-

grams, and the best retailers are investing in them. 
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A DEEP-DIVE INTO SIGN PRICE & LOYALTY

When market conditions were stable, sign price was a good way to reach customers that were 

driving by a station, and loyalty programs captured customers that had strong brand affinity. But 

now with new technologies, savvier market entrants, legislative shifts to green energy, and chang-

ing buying behavior resulting from COVID-19, sign price adjustments and loyalty are not what 

is driving new, additional gallons to the most competitive retailers today. 

To be clear, top-performing retailers are using sign price and loyalty programs as effectively as 

possible. Advances in sign pricing software and loyalty programs have gotten the industry very 

far. Now the most competitive retailers are joining the next wave of innovation. They have layered 

on new ways to find customers and influence their buying habits, so more customers choose them 

and buy more when they are on site. 

It’s the retailers that are changing with the times that win the most customers and outmatch their 

competition. 

R E P O R T
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Sign Price Loyalty Programs 
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PRICING

Price is the number one factor that influences a customer’s buying decision.5

Historically, retailers would use a number of factors to inform their pricing. These factors included 

the cost of producing the fuel, additional fees and taxes, the perceived value of the fuel brand, the 

store location, and the services offered. But most importantly, they based their pricing on what 

their competitors were doing and their publically available sign price. 

Alan Meyer, President of Meyer Oil Co. in Illinois, talked through a common tactic: 

“Since I’ve been here, our strategy has not been to 
drive the market down, but to price with the lowest 
competitor in any given market. And for the longest 
time, that was really just store managers calling me 
and saying, “Hey, this guy went down.” We would 
go down to match, and so on and so forth.”  

Alan Meyer, President of Meyer Oil Co. in Illinois
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Many retailers would react to what their nearest competitors were doing and drop, raise, or match 

their price based on their competitor’s price. This usually meant that an individual store manager 

would manually track their competition’s sign price, and make their own pricing decision if and 

when that sign changed. This tedious and inefficient process took the store manager away from 

other important activities, including customer service.

What’s worse is that approach is not good for business. Pete K., Owner of The Auto 

Wash Group in Pennsylvania, says it best:

Over time, pricing strategies have evolved. Pricing was first transformed by new technologies and 

software that provide instant notifications of competitor price changes. Then by new entrants into 

the market, including sophisticated chains like Walmart and Costco. 

Alan Meyer notes that he is now focused on, “getting a little bit more margin out of every gallon 

and waiting until two stations move before we drop our price.”

“One operator puts their price a little bit lower 
and the next one drops, drops, drops, drops. I 
call it the race to the bottom, because every-
body wants to continue to maintain their volume 
and then they sacrifice their margin.”  

Pete K., Owner of the Auto Wash Group in Pennsylvania

R E P O R T
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Plus today, customers are more price-aware than ever. Apps like Google Maps, Waze, and Apple 

Maps, show customers real-time pricing and influence their purchasing decisions by routing them 

right to the lowest price. And while demand for fuel stays stagnant at these low post-COVID levels6, 

the options available to customers are only increasing with new market entrants like unbranded 

retailers and sophisticated chains.  

Sign price will always be relevant, but the traditional tactics that come with it are time consuming, 

sacrifice margin, and only reach the customers that can physically see the sign. 

Competitive retailers understand how important price is to customers, and have moved beyond the 

physically limited reach of their sign price. They are winning customers where they are—online and 

driving in their cars—even when they are not driving by. 

R E P O R T

Outmatch your competition
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LOYALTY

Loyalty programs are made to retain customers so they are not swayed by a nearby competitor’s 

sign price. In the past, loyalty programs focused on a standard cents-per-gallon discount every 

time a customer fills up at their station. Over time, these programs have advanced to offer more 

personalized discounts and offers, including discounts on food purchases or different grades of fuel. 

Of the surveyed customers, 26% list a fuel brand’s loyalty program as one consideration in choos-

ing where to fill up. But in reality, the actual number of purchases associated with loyalty programs 

is much lower.
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In an analysis of 1.7 billion transactions na-

tionwide, customers use fuel loyalty programs 

for only 5% of their purchases.7 That leaves 

95% of transactions nationwide that are not 

attributable to a loyalty program. This is a 

huge segment of fuel purchasing that current 

methods ignore. 

Thinking through impact to the bottom line, retailers have said that loyalty reports show them that 

loyalty customers buy more than non-loyalty customers. But the most competitive retailers find 

that this information is not enough. Customers that choose to join loyalty programs are naturally 

more inclined to buy more—also known as selection bias—so there is no clear indication that the 

program itself is making them behave differently. 

Retailers want to know how much a loyalty customer is buying as a result of the discount they’re 

getting. Otherwise they are likely giving away margin by paying the loyalty customer a discount 

on what they would have bought anyway. 

Eric Schmitz, President and CEO of Schmitz Services in Virginia, says: 

R E P O R T
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5%
of all fuel transactions are associated 

with a loyalty program

“My experience with the loyalty programs that I’ve 
used is a lack of information. They say, ‘Ok, we’re 
charging you $59.22 for your rewards activity and 
previous day’s sales.’ We never really see what we 
were getting charged for and what we got in return 
for that charge.” 

Eric Schmitz, President and CEO of Schmitz Services in Virginia
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An analysis of 30,000 loyalty program customers found that they spend 25% more after they 

join a loyalty program.8 So it seems that loyalty does move the needle on overall spend. However 

it’s still unclear whether that increase in revenue is profitable for retailers. If retailers are spending 

more on the loyalty program than they are making with this increased customer spend, it’s bad 

for business. 

Eric Schmitz has moved beyond loyalty. He is using marketing techniques with more precise mea-

surement so he understands the impact of dollar incentives on each customer.  He knows that for 

every $1.00 he spends giving non-loyalty customers a discount on fuel or c-store items, he’s earn-

ing $1.86. 

While this type of measurement is the norm for online marketplaces like Amazon, it is completely 

new to fuel. It has forced the most established fuel retailers to rethink the way they find and retain 

customers, taking on new tactics that more effectively influence the 95% of purchases that are 

unrelated to loyalty programs in this volatile market environment.  

R E P O R T
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HOW TO OUTMATCH
YOUR COMPETITION  

Find your future 

customers

Get customers to 

choose you

Earn proven 

profit
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HOW TO OUTMATCH YOUR COMPETITION

Sign price and loyalty programs will continue to attract customers that are physically nearby or 

have strong brand affinity. 

What about the other customers looking for fuel? 

Let’s discuss how you can find those future customers and then get them to choose you in the most 

profitable way possible. 

R E P O R T
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Find your future 

customers

Get customers to 

choose you

Earn proven 

profit
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FIND YOUR FUTURE CUSTOMERS

You have already won over your loyal customers, so now it is time to start talking to the customers 

who don’t know you yet. Today your location, sign price, and loyalty program only reach a small 

segment of potential customers. You need to find new customers where they are—online and in the 

context of their daily lives—in addition to the customers that drive by your station.  
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More than 30 million customers use Upside to decide where to buy their fuel. That number grows 

every day as big banks and other top apps—like GasBuddy, DoorDash and Instacart—push Upside 

offers to their cardholders and drivers. Because these new customers are online, Upside knows 

where and when they are in their cars looking to fill up their tanks. The platform reroutes those 

customers right to your station. So you reach new customers regardless of whether or not they can 

see your sign price.  

This targeting is important because it finds all available demand on the road, no matter the market 

condition. In all regions, over 63% of the customers that Upside brings to participating stations 

have never been to the location before, because those customers were buying all their fuel from 

your competitors.9 During COVID-19 alone, Upside users were purchasing gas 82% more than the 

average customer because as the driving population changed, so did we.10 During the pandemic 

we were able to target delivery drivers and essential workers wherever they were. That is something 

sign price will never be able to do.  

Upside is not a replacement for your sign price. Instead it is the add-on that expands your reach. 

Competitive retailers lean on Upside to keep a laser focus on the most important factor for custom-

ers—price—to find new and non-loyal customers.  

R E P O R T
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With Upside, 63% of 

customers are new.

Upside customers purchased 

82% more than average 

customers during COVID-19.

63% 82%
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GET CUSTOMERS TO CHOOSE YOU 

Once you find these new customers, the next challenge is to attract them to your station as often 

as possible, in the most profitable way possible. Offering personalized, margin-bound incentives 

changes customer behavior and encourages them to choose you, and not your competition.

Competitive retailers price down to the customer level to figure out the minimum possible incentive 

that will get each person to choose their station more often. They figure out how each customer 

usually behaves and the maximum amount each customer is willing to pay for gasoline in your 

area, and then they provide incentives directly to customers while they are on the road.

Theoretically, sophisticated retailers can do this on their own using the data they already have. 

But competitive retailers spend so much time on providing an exceptional customer experience 

that they outsource this process to Upside.

“At our one station, about a third to a quarter of 
our volume now is on Upside. We’re giving part of 
our margin away, but my margins haven’t suffered 
whatsoever, since Upside really solidified the model 
and the calculation and the daily offers.” 

Larry Jannes, Chief Financial Officer & part owner of Superior Auto Care Group in Virginia
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Unlike most loyalty programs that are tiered based on customer spend, Upside’s algorithm uses 24 

pricing factors— based on four years of data spanning 170 million offers—to help you understand 

customers. That way you can provide compelling customer promotions while maximizing net prof-

it. All this is done using the anonymized processor data retailers already pay for. So there’s nothing 

new the retailer has to do. Upside does all the work. 

R E P O R T
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EXAMPLE FACTORS IN UPSIDE’S PRICING ALGORITHM

Nearby stations’ 
sign prices

Customer
type

Forecasted 
purchase 
frequency Interaction 

effects

Expected 
reaction to offer

Potential 
profitability of 

transaction
Distance from 
core center of 

travel
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Not only are 63% of these customers entirely new to your location, but they are high-value cus-

tomers. They come 2.3 times more each month than the average customer.11 This kind of targeting 

is especially useful while your pumps sit idle, since 99% of Upside transactions happen when you 

have capacity at your pumps to take on more customers.12

When customers use Upside alongside your loyalty 

program or proprietary app, those loyalty customers 

visit 187% more than usual.13 Making both programs 

available to customers maximizes the investment 

most retailers have already made in their loyal-

ty program, since Upside keeps promotions within 

available margin to guarantee profit. Some retailers 

even integrate Upside into their own app so they can 

simplify their customers’ experiences. 

As Upside influences behavior and puts more customers on-site, those customers are able to ex-

perience all the things that make your business more competitive, like facility upgrades, better 

customer service, and expanded food offerings… and keep them coming back for more. 

R E P O R T
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2x

99%

187%

Upside customers fill-up 2x  
more than the average customer

Upside brings 99% of customers while 
pumps sit idle  

Loyalty customers visit 187% more 
when you layer on Upside
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EARN PROVEN PROFIT

The most competitive retailers track how much a customer’s behavior has changed as a result of a 

discount, so they can prove they are allocating their budget as effectively as possible. 

The best ways to increase profit are by getting new customers to choose you, regular customers 

to buy from you more often, and customers on-site to go to higher profit centers inside your con-

venience store. You can do all three by offering personalized incentives directed at the customers 

who need it. 

Once we get a customer to choose you, Upside is able to prove impact on every transaction. This 

measurement methodology has been tested by more than 25,000 retailers nationwide and in-

dependently verified by Guidehouse (FKA Navigant), a leading consulting firm with expertise in 

rigorous methodological reviews. Retailers can track and compare the behavior of customers who 

use Upside with customers who do not, so you can see real-time impact in the most scientific way 

possible. While this is table stakes for online marketplaces like Amazon, this methodology is the 

first of its kind in brick and mortar retail.

New customers 

should choose you, 

regular customers should 

buy from you more often, 

and customers on site should go 

to higher profit centers inside 

your convenience store (c-store). 
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With data science on their side, stations on Upside see a 3% to 7% increase in volume for individ-

ual stations in the first 12 months.14 In instances like the COVID-19 global pandemic, Upside drives 

gallons that help stations retain their volume while other stations are down double-digits. 

For Maximo Alvarez Jr., Vice President of Sunshine Gasoline in Florida, the share of total vol-

ume that Upside drove increased by 71% during the pandemic. 

This increase in volume is entirely profitable. Retailers on Upside increase gallons sold, and only 

pay for customer promotions that earn them more profit from each transaction than they original-

ly expected. That way you are able to pay for promotions that attract new customers and improve 

your regular customers’ experience, all while coming out ahead. 

Once on-site, Upside incentivizes customers to go into the c-store to get more value out of every 

customer visit. In an analysis of 2.9 million transactions, customers with Upside promotions go into 

the c-store three times more often than other customers.15

R E P O R T
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“Before the pandemic, Upside was driving around 
2.5% of all Sunshine’s Chevron volume. Since April 
2020, it’s increased to close to 5%.”  
Maximo Alvarez Jr., Vice President of Sunshine Gasoline in Florida
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Take it from Imad Khalil, President of Kelly’s Fuel Mart in Michigan:

With personalized promotions and strict measurement, competitive retailers are not only winning 

the most customers, but they are ensuring that they earn profit with every customer. 

Simply put: they are protecting their margin while they grow. 

R E P O R T
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“You’re getting a guaranteed margin. You’re getting 
a new customer. Do your numbers and see what it 
costs to acquire customers. You have a company 
coming in and doing most of the legwork for you. 

If we aren’t making any money, neither are they. 
They’re not charging us monthly memberships, sub-
scription fees, anything like that. We’re guaranteed 
to make a certain percent profit. If we don’t, they’re 
gonna pay out of their pocket to make sure we 
get there. And that shows that they’re not playing 
around.”

Imad Khalil, President of Kelly’s fuel Mart in Michigan
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GETTING STARTED

Today’s market challenges present an opportunity to think differently about your busi-

ness. Customer buying decisions are most heavily based on price, and the tools you have 

used to win customers to date have gotten you far. 

Now it’s time to find your future customers and change their behavior so you earn proven 

profit and outmatch your competition. 

  

Upside can help. 

Learn more

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT HOW YOUR 

STATIONS CAN OUTMATCH THE COMPETITION?

https://app.getupside.com/business/gas?utm_source=content&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=outmatch
https://app.getupside.com/business/gas?utm_source=content&utm_medium=whitepaper&utm_campaign=outmatch
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END NOTES

1. Upside analysis comparing the 26,000 stations on Upside with stations nearby.  

2. “Annual Energy Outlook 2021,” U.S. Energy Information Administration, Feb 3 2021. https://www.

eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/01%20AEO2021%20Market%20overview%20and%20Critical%20drivers.

pdf 

3. As of April 2021, there are 25,000 fuel retail sites live on the Upside platform. 

4. Upside survey, April 2021. (N=1,300 users at sixteen high-performing Upside stations across the 

U.S.; high-performing defined as stations with high number of unique visitors, number of repeat 

visits, and profit).

5. Ibid. 

6. “Gasoline demand (million barrels per day),” This Week in Petroleum, U.S. Energy Information Ad-

ministration, April 7 2021. https://www.eia.gov/petroleum/weekly/gasoline.php 

7. Upside analysis of 2.8 billion transactions from January 2020 to March 2021. 

8. Upside analysis of 30,000 customers before and after they joined a loyalty program. 

9. Upside analysis of 15 million users. 

10. Upside analysis of 6.4 million gas buyers at 500 Upside stations.

11. Upside analysis of 11 million users. 

12. Upside analysis of 4.8 million transactions at stations on Upside.

13. Upside analysis of 2.7 million users and loyalty program customers representing 11.8 million trans-

actions. 

14. Upside performance analysis of existing fuel merchants. 

15. Upside analysis of 2.9 million transactions.

The data used in this report was collected in 2021.
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